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Abstract. This paper describes LX-SenseAnnotator, an accessible and
easy-to-use interface tool for manual annotating text with word senses.
We demonstrate how the tool was used to manually annotate the CINTILWordSenses corpus, outlining the loading and browsing of Portuguese
texts and how word senses themselves are selected and assigned. We also
describe the potential for LX-SenseAnnotator to be adapted for other
languages besides Portuguese.
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Introduction

As part of our research on word sense disambiguation (WSD) in Portuguese, we
have encountered the need for a simpler, more accessible way to annotate texts
with word senses in order to quickly and easily create gold standard corpora for
training and evaluation. Annotated corpora are hugely important, supporting
both the analysis of large quantities of text [3] and the training and evaluation
of natural language processing (NLP) tools, and there is an increasing interest in producing corpora containing “high-quality linguistic annotations at the
semantic level” [6].
Many of the current unsupervised approaches to WSD assign the eight-digit
‘synset identifiers’ from ontologies and lexicons such as the Princeton WordNet
– within which nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of
synonyms or ‘synsets’ [2] – to unlabelled raw text. However, despite the obvious
need for corpora manually-annotated with synset identifiers against which to
evaluate these approaches, manual word sense annotation tools are either difficult
to come by or seem intrinsically tied to specific corpora or lexica.
In this paper, we describe LX-SenseAnnotator, a user-interface tool designed
specifically to o↵er a more open and flexible way to annotate texts with senses
pulled from WordNets in the Princeton format. While LX-SenseAnnotator has
the scope to become flexible enough to be adapted to other languages in future
versions, its current implementation is formatted to handle Portuguese texts
specifically and was recently used to manually annotate the first version of the
gold-standard CINTIL-WordSenses corpus [5].
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Using LX-SenseAnnotator

In its current Portuguese implementation, LX-SenseAnnotator is designed for
importing text files that have already been part-of-speech (POS) tagged and
lemmatized using the LX-Suite, an existing pipeline of shallow processing tools
for Portuguese [1]. The POS tags are then used to organize each word in the
imported text according to whether they are or are not sense-taggable. Nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs whose lemma is present in the WordNet being used
(potential candidates for sense tagging) are marked in red – so that they can
be easily distinguished from the rest of the text, which is marked in dark blue
– unless they have already been assigned a synset identifier, in which case they
are marked in green (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Displaying a list of senses for the word ‘área’ (English ‘area’) using LXSenseAnnotator.

Annotators can either click on red, sense-taggagable words or use the scroll
box in the middle of the interface to browse through all currently sense-taggable
words in the text, and when a sense-taggable word is selected it is highlighted and
available senses from a pre-loaded WordNet are displayed in the results panel
on the right-hand side of the interface. The lemmas and POS tags of specific
words queried against the WordNet’s index.sense file when they are highlighted
by the annotator, and for every entry that the selected word has in the WordNet
the appropriate eight-digit synset identifier – as well as additional contextual
information from the synset such as synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms, holonyms,
antonyms and so on – is displayed in the list of available senses.

Once an annotator has decided which of the available senses is most appropriate for a given word – taking into account its discursive context – they simply
double click on the sense to automatically assign it to the selected word, which
now becomes green in the text display on the left-hand side of the interface. The
word is removed from the list of sense-taggable words, although they can still
be selected should annotators decide to remove the annotated sense or choose
a more appropriate one later. This process was used to assign senses from the
Portuguese MultiWordNet [4] to 45,502 words across 23,825 sentences for the
first version of CINTIL-WordSenses.

3

Flexibility and Adaptability

For producing the first version of CINTIL-WordSenses the pre-loaded WordNet
used was the Portuguese MultiWordNet, but because any WordNet in any language can be loaded into LX-SenseAnnotator providing that it adheres to the
traditional Princeton format the tool is potentially extremely flexible. An important direction for future work is to take advantage of this by adapting the way
texts are imported such that di↵erent pre-tagged text formats and POS tagsets
are supported, which coupled with the flexibility of pre-loading WordNets would
extend LX-SenseAnnotator for use with many more languages.
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